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Because of . the High Stand-- If People Refuse to Follow Isaac B Dwire is Chosen as County 5 uperintendents Slow Manipulated Funds of Three Feared That Revolutionists
in Filing the Needed
the First Worshipful
Will Attempt
Banks and Railroads
Leader. Latter Should
ing of Jurymen Verdict
Master.
Meets With Favor.
FoHow People.
Controlled.
Statistics,
"

1

That Taos is awakening and going; Governor Curry, after a session last
Pal is, Oct. ".- - Preparations for the
Berkeley, Cal., Oct. 5. President
Chicago, 111.. Oct. 5. The verdict of
forward
is manifested by the institu- evening with the Taft entertainment the trial court which found John K.j extension of Spain's military activity
Taft landed on the Oakland shore
tion there on last. Friday evening of committee at Albuquerque, left this Walsh guilty of misapplication of the in Morocco are looked on with appn-ftim- ls
this morning in a bank of fog. The a Masonic
lodge to be known as Bent morning for Roswell on a hurried
of the Chicago National Bank hension here. It is said by members
President's train was taken direct to Ixidge, A. F. & A. M. The installing business trip expecting to be back in
and sentenced him to five years in "f the cabinet, that Spain's program
Berkeley where he received the local officers, together with A. Gusdorf, one Santa Fe on Saturday and leaving on Leavenworth was todav confirmed liv exceeds that communicated to the
committee at S o'clock. He was driv- of the members of the new lodge, re- Monday evening again for Albuquer- the U. S. circuit court of appeals. The powers and the colonial government
en to the famous Creek theater of the turned to Santa Fe last evening after que to remain away until he has ac rise
and fall of Walsh, who is now 72 of Algiers announces the existence of
University of California, where he having had a most enjoyable time. companied President Taft to El Paso. years of age, is an interesting chapter fanatical excitement, among the nawas greeted by a throng filling the The new lodge lias twenty charter
Black Leg on Upper Pecos.
in American finance. Three years ago, tives of North Africa and say there
amphi-theateAfter introduction by members and, under dispensation, unK. E. Van Horn, inspector for the Walsh owned three
banks, the Chi- will he danger of an uprising if MaPresident Moses of the University and til suitable quarters can be secured territorial cattle sanitary board, left
The Spanish
the Equitable Trust and rina pushes southward.
National,
cago
a welcome by Mayor Hodghead, the meets in Odd Fellows' hall.. The new today overland for the upper Pecos.
is
under
here
embassy
heavy
guard
were
closed
the Home Savings, which
President said: "I am an optimist officers of the new lodge are: Isaac where it is reported that black leg
as ii is feared that the revolutionists
in
of
the
the
currency
comptroller
with regard to popular government B. Dwire, worshipful master; Dr. T. has made its appearance among the by
He also owned nearly all the of Barcelona will attempt to assassiVM)'.
nate Marquis del Muni to force the,
but things do not always look the P. Martin, senior warden: Gherson cattle on the range.
stock in seven railroads, three coal
sie appeared before the jurors, bring- same to the
at the throttle Gusdorf, junior warden; S. B. Randall,
cessation
of repressive methods in
engineer
Incorporation.
companies, three quarries and other Barcelona.
ing with him a miseroscope through and the professor in the university treasurer; P. X. Black, secretary;
the
were
filed
Hop
by
is
today
all
these
said
It
that
Papers
some
he
of chair. All
showed the jurors
which
companies.
Reinforcements for Moors.
government is a compro William Anderson, chaplain; Frank
the dead girl's hair showing it to be mise and we must try and get the C. Eliis, senior deacon; P. V. Dieck-man- , Canon Mining and Smelting Company were bankrupt when he bought conMadrid, Oct. 5. The Imperial anMexico
New
its
headquar
changing
lie
Then
for
a song.
trol
burned and swollen from the effects of best out of it. We must play the game.
organized nounces that the Moors south of
n
junior deacon; A. W. Anderson,
a holding company to buy these securalmost direct contact with the flash A man in popular government must 'senior steward; junior steward, W. S. ters from Socorro to Oscuro, Lincoln
received
reinforcements
Raf-feitheavy
county and appointing Elias G.
ities from himself taking sticks as and 10,000 are now
from the revolver with which she was take what popular government
gives
entrenching outand agent,
its
secretary
for
shot. The testimony of Dr. Massie, him until he can reach the people a
nothing,
thus,
payment,
acquiring
The installing officers were: John
of
side
Zeluan.
agent.
thirty millions of stocks and bonds.
together with the evidence of burned better way. If they refuse to go A. Cutler of Raton, grand deputy
papers were filed to- Then carried away by the dream of a SIMPSON STOLE HIS
Incorporation
hair which practically
the
.1.
Crandall of
upset
where he would lend them he. must. grand master; Clinton
Santa Fe. grand deputy senior ward- day by the Elliott & Barry Engineer- great railway system which should instrongest point of the murder theory, play balf with them and follow
UNCLE'S WIFE.
New clude all these holdings, he borrowed
aided the jury greatly in arriving at. a
President then reviewed the en; S. Spitz, of Santa Fe, grand dep- ing Company of St. Louis, with AcadLoretta
at
Mexico
headquarters
immense sums from his banks to He Was Married
verdict. As the standing of the jury- school children on the athletic field. uty junior warden; Francis C. Wilson
Already and Was Armen in the community is of the highi
of Santa Fe, grand deputy
senior emy, Santa Fe and Mother Superior finance the companies, using memoAccident Occurs.
rested
Upon
Complaint of
as New Mexico agent upon randum notes signed by clerks who
est order, their verdict has been acOakland, Cal., Oct. 5. President deacon; Charles Scott, grand deputy Barbara
Relative.
His
The were not notified and
whom process can lie served.
depositing as colcepted by the public in a most favor- Taft met the reception committee at junior deacon; Paul Warner, grand
Kansas City, Oct. 5. "Did Simpson
is $30,000 divided into lateral stock of his companies. When
capitalization
of
Samuel
Eldodt
able manner.
Inn
where
Route
secretary;
deputy
they journeyed
Key
owe
him money? No. He stole his
and the banks
in a trolley and was escorted to Lake Chamita, grand deputy marshal; C. :00 shares. The incorporators
closed, sixteen millions of uncle's wife," tells the tale of EdComment By a Citizen.
120
are:
James
directors
Barry,
the deposits were represented by se- ward Simpson,
The following is the comment of a Merritt in the heart of the city, where K. Calvin, grand deputy senior stewalready married who
shares; Clement H. C'luise, 5 shares;
citizen who watched closely every de a crowd gathered to hear him speak. ard; Angus McGowan. grand deputy Emil Sunkel, 2 shares; Tillie A. Feg- - curities of Walsh's enterprises.
was arrested last night on the comG. F. Moser,
His council have thirty days to file plaint of Uncle Hine Simpson, a
grand
velopment in the Montgomery suicide Just as he began several large trees junior steward;
1, share, all of St. Louis.
ler,
an
and.
who
men
with
festooned
tyler.
deputy
application for a new hearing be- Cleveland merchant who claims that
boys,
corof
the
and attended every session
Public Appointed.
elemore
considered
Notary
be
Bent
this
from
the court of appeals, until which Edward stole his wife and 8 year old
President
fore
viewed
the
may
lodge
oner's jury, the New elvlxrcan printing
Governor Curry
yesterday after- time Walsh is out on $50,000 bail.
son. The woman was arrested with
It verbatim as expressive of the sen vation broke and cast their loads on or less an offspring of Santa Fe lodge noon
Clarence Iden of East
him. Hine says he will prosecute both
timent of the community, remarking the heads of the crowd. The President and Santa Fe therefore has a particu- Las appointed
Vegas i, rotary public.
WORK AMONG MORwife and nejhew.
at. the same time that convicts employ stopped and shouted, 'Is any one lar interest in its future growth ' and
Rio
Grande.
seem assured.
Measuring Flow of
MONS AND INDIANS.
ed on good roads work are not under hurt?" Receiving no response, he re prosperity which
W. P. Freeman,, of Denver, district
WIFE FAITHFUL
the direct supervision of penitentiary marked: "The Lord looks after boys,
of the U. S. Geological Surengineer
States."
and
United
drunken
the
men,
LAND
SWINDLE
UNDER
Methodist
Home
of
the
Convention
EVEN IN DISGRACE.
authorities and that both Attorney
went to Buckman's today to make
he touched on river and
IRRIGATION PROJECT. vey
at Los
Society
Missionary
General Clancy and District Attorney In his address
flow
of
Rio
the
measurements
of
the
harbor development. From Lake MerAngeles.
Ottawa, Kan., Oct. 5. Faithful to
Abbott were out of town :
Grande at the head of the White
ritt he was taken to the water front
'Las Angeles, Cal., Oct. 5. Work her husband in spite of the past ac- -'
"The jury did not see the body of where he was met by the San Fran- Special Agents Will Seek to Regain Rock caonn.
Control for Government of 10,000
among the Mormons and Indians will tions, Mrs. W. M. Stuckey, whose hus
Miss Montgomery until six hours after cisco delegation and escorted aboard
Platting Scenic Highway.
Acres in Uncomphagre Valley.
Good Roads Engineer W. H. Sutton be the feature of the convention of the band has been in jail on charges of
death. In the interim, the undertaker the revenue cutter Golden Gate and
Methodist Home Missionary Society abducting seventeen year old Lorcna
is platting the survey of the Santa
ii.tQ wasnea ana eniDaimea it and a escorted to San Francisco.
A lunchSoutherland, has secured signers to a
Scenic Highway, prelim- which opens here tomorrow.
local physician had cut away the in eon was served aboard the cutter.
Montrose, Colo., Oct. 5. The United
$10,000 bail bond and her husband has
States government will seek to regain inary to securing the necessary rights
jured portion of the scalp and part of
been released.
control of 10,000 acres of rich land of way.
the skull. These portions of the young
District Court.
in the Uncomphagre valley by bringwoman's anatomy were placed in alADD STILL ANOTHER
In chambers
this forenoon, the
conot ana the jury or laymen was
ing contest against the homesteaders
DEPARTMENT.
Grande
Rio
of
the
the
of
case
who
have
this
land.
entered
hearing
at
the
of
its
start
handicapped
very
For several weeks past a special Livestock Company against a numinvestigation. There can De no good
Nathan Salmon's Big Store Continue
reason or excuse given by any of the
agent of the general land office has ber of settlers near Bonanza, fourGAB
Imto Make
been here investigating the home- teen miles south of Santa Fe, involvlaw officers why such a condition was
Bonanza
water
of
creek
the
ing
f
rights
at
has
found
stead
and
that
allowed.
or
In
provements.
entries,
permitted
any other
Me-Fi- e
least 140 people wlro have entered was resumed by Judge John R.
civilized community where a death ocin chambers.
land here within the past two or three
curs under suspicious circumstances,
The Big Sfore has just received a
School Census.
a coroner's jury is rmmediately conyears have not complied with the
large
consignment, of Turkish rugs of
Pubof
Thus far, Superintendent
homestead law.
vened and the body left untouched unthe most antique patterns and of the
lic Instruction J. E. Clark has retil examined by the jury any other
very best quality that could be obtainceived the returns of the school cenUNIVERSITY OF COPENHAGEN
method on the. part of the officers is
ed. The most of them were made in
counone
sus
from
for
this
only
year
GETS FIRST CHANCE.
abominable and should not be toler-- .
Elagastan, which place is noted for
V.
school
John
ty
superintendent,
ated.
making the best Turkish rugs in the
count-As the
of
Fe
Santa
Conway
Cook Will Stick to His Promise to
world. Nathan Salmon, the proprietor
"The jury in this case worked a
the
basis
census
is
to
for
aphe the
Have it Examine His Prccf of
of the Big Store, has had a great
"week and would have remained in ses-- :
school
funds
of
of
RANCH
OWNER
PROMINENT
$20,000
portionment
HOUR
FIFTY
MILESA
GOING
Finding North Pole.
amount of experience in handling
sion a month had it ont believed it had
now available for that purpose, the
inTurkish rugs and is very familiar with
exhausted every possible source of
will be delayed until the
distribution
Copenhagen, Oct. 5. The Univer- census
the different qualities in that line. He
formation. One doctor contended that
in.
are
sent
figures
Family Trouble Causes Him knows that the consignment just rethe death wound could not have been Train Ran Long Distance sity of Denmark has received cabled
Seized Seven Mortgaged Horses.
assurance that Cook will submit his
while the other doctors
Mounted Policeman L. F. Avant has
to Leave Wife and Three ceived is the very best, and will return
Disregarding
proofs first to them and that any state- seized seven horses at Capitan, Linthe purchaser's money in case the
v
Children.
ment to the contrary is erroneous. coln county, in
are not satisfactory.
Continued on Page Eight.)
William
of
rugs
Signals.
charge
Cook says, however, he will ask the
May. The horses were mortgaged at
not to make public its find- Debeque, Colorado, so it is alleged,
Roswell, N. M., Oct. s, -- Hugh Lew-rea- l
New York, Oct. 5. While a Penn university
until
the reports are submitted and will be taken back there.
ings
estate
was
Jr., prominent citizen
train
running to all scientific societies which will
sylvania passenger
FUN
dealer, property and ranch owner, POLITICAL CHAMBER
50 miles an hour between. Philadelphia
be done immediately after the records GOOD MOVEMENT IN
died at 8:35 yesterday morning from
and New York the pilot wheel of the have
been examined by the University
BOSTON WOOL MARKET. morphine taken at his home the night
bala
from
the
rock
up
picked
engine
of Copenhagen.
before at 10 o'clock. His condition
last arid hurled it through the cab,
OF
Local Dealers Expect Continuance of was discovered through notes left to
and
the
rendering
engineer
striking
INEXPERIENCE CAUSES
Six
Values
Level
at
A. Cahoon, banker and his father,
for
E.
High
him unconscious. For miles the train
STREET CAR COLLISION.
Months.
a wealthy citizen of Gonzales, Texas,
ran without a hand on the throttle undirecting that his brother, Joseph
til the fireman noticing the disregard Conductor and Motorman at Omaha
Boston, Mass., Oct. 5. There is a Lewis, of Portales, take charge of his
of signals crossed to the engineer's
fairlv eood movement in the local business. The physician arrived too
Seriously Injured in Accident
side and stopped the engine. The pas(wool market with prices unchanged, late to save his life. The suicide reStrikers Throws Rocks.
sengers were unaware of the danger.
Omaha, Neb., Oct. 5. In a collision but dealers are all holding to the sulted from family troubles, Mrs. Lewdue to inexperience in handling
high level. Local dealers expect con- is and the three small children hav
CLEVELAND WILL HAVE
A. J. Sullivan and Motor-ma- n tinuances of values for six months. ing left at 7: HO yesterday morning for
THREE CENT FARE.
J. J, Griffin were seriously in Wool grading three-eighthis in Gonzales to secure Mr. Lewis' father's
last night. Several cars were brisk demand and' fleeces are strong- assistance in settling their trouble,
jured
ONLY 63 VIOLENT DEATHS M ayor Johnson Wins Practically All struck by missiles during the night, ly held. It is reported that some con- not knowing her husband's condition VOTERS GAME
BY DROVES
He Has Been Contending for
and John Witzgall was struck in the tracts are already made for the 1910 and thinking him merely asleep. Mrs.
Traction Fight.
hand by a bullet fired by Police Cap- clip. Pulled wool and the foreign Lewis was recalled by telegram and
Cleveland, Ohio. Oct. 5. The Cleve- tain Powers to intimidate the crowd. product are both active.
funeral arrangements will be made
People Were Busy Watch- land traction fight feature of the politConvincing Display of
later.
ical campaigns waged by Tom John- IT COSTS MONEY
DOYLE-BURNMILLION
of Metropolis
ing Hudson-Fulto- n
son for years, at last will be settled.
TO BE SANITARY.
DOLLAR SUIT SETTLED. FIGHT PROMOTERS VISIT
Pageants.
by Tammany.
It is proposed that the settlement be
JEFFRIES IN PARIS,
on a basis of a three cent fare with Therefore the Farmers of Kansas and Involved Interest in Famous Portland
Missouri Have Raised Price
New York, Oct. 5. The death rate one cent extra for transfers. The city
He
Mine at Cripple Creek,
Offers Purse Large Enough,
New York, Oct. 5. Feature of th
of Milk.
celebration is to give the Cleveland Railroad ComColorado.
during the Hudson-FultoThinks to Secure Johnson Batpresent political campaign is an up
was the lowest on record. The health pany a 25 years franchise revocable
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 5. "It costs
Council Bluffs, la., Oct. 5 The fatle for London.
town store room fitted by the commitcommissioner says the people were so only by the breaking of the agreement, money to be sanitary," says the farm- mous Doyle-Burn- s
million dollar suit.
occupied with watching the spectacle and reserving the risht to purchase ers of this vicinity, and accordingly Involving an interest in the Portland
London, Oct. 5. Hugh Mcintosh, the tee of one hundred as a "Chamber of
that they had no time to think of dying the lines at any time that municipal they have raised the price of milk, giv- - mine at Cripple Creek was settled out fight promoter, leaves today for Paris, Horrors." While the band plays dirges,
or committing suicide. Deaths from ownership becomes lawful. The stip- - ing as their reason, that the new sanl-- of court today. The terms of settle - j where he will see Jeffries and try to callers Inspect exhibits of what the
casualties, suicide and violence total- ulated fare is never to be more than tary regulations Increase greatly the ment were not made public, but the t secure the Jeffries-Johnsofight. He committee calls mismanagement of the
ed 68, while 83 was recorded for the enough to give 6 per cent interest on cost of production. The price is the costs of the suit which has run for says he can now offer a purse which city. Visitors are visiting the exhibits
a fair valuation of the lines.
s same period last year.
in throngs.
he thinks acceptable to Jeffries.
highest ever known Jo retail dealers. years will be paldbl both parties.
,
The six men who were called upon
to look into the matter of the death of
Miss Gertrude Montgomery and determine the cause of death, have after
careful and lengthy deliberation and
labor arrived at a final conclusion.
Shortly after six o'clock last night a
verdict was agreed upon the unanimous decision being that the unfortunate school teacher came to her
death at her own hands and with her
own weapon.
During the afternoon, Dr. J. A. Mas-
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Is Buli f For Woman

rou have

pains in the bac!:,
rm.ary, Bladder or Kidney trouble,
and want a certain, pleasant herb relief from W omen s ills, try Mother
It is a
Gray's "AUSTRALIAN-LEAF.- "
safe, reliable regulator, and relieves
all Female Weaknesses, including inflammation and ulcerations. Mother
f

Established 1856.

Incorporated 1903

-

i

EARLY AUTUMN.
The goldenrod is yellow;
The coin is turning brown;
The trees in apple orchards
With fruit are bending down.

i

ehool Huit

is sold by Drug
mail for so cts.
Samples sent FREE. Address, The
Mother Gray Co., Le Roy N. Y.

Gray's

Australian-Lea- f

gists or sent

The gentian's bluest fringes,
Are curling in the sun;
In dusky pods the milkweed
Its hidden silk has spun.

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY.

by

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

to being the

possessors of $76,127,909
worth of taxable property as against
The sedges flaunt their harvest
millions and some
the seventy-threIn every meadow nook;
odd dollars he had figured out, and
And asters by the brookside
last Tuesday when it came to footing
.Make asters in the brook.
ui the value of the dogs in the county he saw that just 49 canines had
From dewy lanes at morning
been recognized as having owners.
s
The grapes' sweet odors rise;
Since he owns two
himself
At noon the roads all flutter
he concluded that the thousands he
With yellow butterflies.
had seen had a knack of being in several places at the same time. In view
of the fact that almost every man in
By all these lovely tokens
Bexar county owns a friend of man or
September days are here,
With Summer's best of weather
several, Tax Assessor Huth is now
And Autumn's best of cheer.
trying to determine the mental and
Helen Hunt Jackson. moral make-uof citizens who will
own ui as they did in the first inAddress By Judge W. H. Pope-Ju- dge stance and then will refuse to be the
W. H. Pope at Roswell address- owners of a kayoudle.
ed the Pecos Valley Medical Society
on "Ethical Relations."
Three Murder Trails District court
GLEANINGS bY A
opened at Carlsbad, Eddy county, this
week. Three persons are to be tried
PERIPATETIC PEN
for murder this term.
Will Serve Sixty Days E. M. Ellis
The Knighthood . the West The
was given sixty days at Albuquerque
yesterday for nourishing a gun into call of the west is for development. It
the face of the cook of an Albuquer- is the call of the race to the vanguard
of progress. The west knows no rest,
que restaurant.
Gamblers Raided at Carlsbad In a no stopping place.
The call
raid on a Carlsbad saloon last Sun- of the west is for liberty, equality,
day, Fred Thornton, James Woods and manhood, fair play for those inalien
Buck Marrin were arrested on the able rights which ever have been the
charge of gambling.
inseparable conditions of its progress
At and victories.
Six Found Guilty of Gambling
Roswell, six citizens were found guilThe call of the west is the call for
ty of gambling liavaig been caught in
and progress, for emanci
patriotism
a raid last week, and were fined $50
from everv form of
pation
a
will
and costs, or $62.50
piece. They
caste and privilege.
and
not. appeal.
from the tyranny of wealth and birth,
Gabaldon-ArmijAt
Albuquerque
Petronilo Gabaldon and and alike from the dominion of the
yesterday,
Miss Mary Armijo were married by trust and political machine; and the
Father Tomasino at Sacred Heart call of the west, if I read aright the
church. J. M. Sandoval and Mrs. San- spirit of our land, is today, as in the
days of Jefferson, .TacKson and Lindoval accompanied the couple,
Workman Seriously Injured Pedro coln, the call of the American people.
From the last, published writing by
Vera is reported to be dying at. Carlsin-- i
Governor
Johnson of Minnesota, in
from
bad, Eddy county,
injuries
flicted by a heavy door falling on him. the World's Work.
Three ribs were broken and his spine
A clever, popular Candy Cure Tabinjured, the injuries causing paraly- sis.
let called Preventics is being disResumed Work in Guano Caves
pensed by druggists everywhere. In a
The Carlsbad Cuano and Fertilizer few hours, Preventics are said to break
Company will employ ten men by next any cold completely. And Jreventics,
week to sink two vertical shafts in the being so safe and toothsome, are very
guano caves near Carlsbad. A gaso-- J fine for children. Xo Quinine, no laxHue hoist will be installed to life 40 ative, nothing harsh nor
sickening.
.tons a day. The guano will be sun-- j Box of 48 25c. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
dried and then shipped in sacks.
Co,
j
Albuquerque Supersedes Phoenix
In the past, Phoenix, Arizona, has j The New
Mexican Printing Combeen the winter residence of Bishop
has on hand a large supply of
pany
1
J. M. Kendrick of the Protestant Epis-pads and tablets suitable for school
copal church, and Santa Fe, the sum--nie- r
the desk, and also for lawyers
residence. Albuquerque, however, work,
and
merchants;
good everywhere. We
has succeeded Phoenix and will be in
will
sell
5 cents in book form.
them
at
the future the administration center
for the Protestant Episcopal church
BOTH BOYS SAVED.
in New Mexico and Arizona.
Louis Boon, a leading merchant of
Norway, Mich., writes: "Three botBEXAR COUNTY RICHER
THAN ALL NEW MEXICO. tles of Foley's Honey and Tar absolutely cured my boy who was so 111
Its Assessment Exceeds That of This with a cold that the doctors gave him
up, was cured by taking Foley's
Territory By More Than
Honey and Tar." Nothing else is as
Twenty Per Cent.
safe and certain in results. Sold by
all Druggists.
San Antonio, Tex., Oct. 5. For the
second time within the space of a few
weeks County Tax Assessor Albert V.
Huth has sustained a very severe
shock. A few weeks ago he found that' 708 W 6th !t. 3. W Cor. 6th. & ope Sts.
X103
the citizens of Bexar county had ownJS.aagla
ed up to being $3,000,000 richer than
TWO BLOCKS FROM
he had thought them and last TuesPOSTOKFIOK
day he discovered that they owned onMFov convenience and
ly 49 dogs. About a month ago he
coniortriont fail tojstop
was agreeably surprised to see the
at ou' Hotel while In
Los Aiijielen.
Large
people of Bexar county plead guilty
outstde elegantly furnished rooms. Hot &
cold running water
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
elsvator service. KaLucas County ss.
tes $5 00 ner week,
with private bath.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
Street car
Washington
F.
he is senior partner of the firm of
direct to door.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
the city of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLh
LARS for each and every case of
that cannot be cured by the use
&
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Telephone No 14b Red
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of DeMRS. OTTO RETSCH.
cember, A. D., 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
&
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- D.
ally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucuous surfaces of the system.
Builders and Contractors
Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Famished oa short notice
Take Hall's Family Pills for

WE HAVE THEM

e

i

bow-wow-

KANTWEAROUT
PRICES
FROM

you're interested in sports you're sure to be interested in stylish clothes; you'll meet men who dress well, and want the best.
We can't do better for you, nor for ourselves, than to get you into
Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes; and that's belter than anyone else
If

can do for you.
All wool fabrics, perfect tailoring, correct styles.
Suits, $22.50, $25.00, $27.50, $30.00 and $:',5.00.
This store is the home of Hart, Shaffner & Marx.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
and Jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.

On notes, diamonds

Wm. F Af AH

at SALMON Store

S6.00

$4.00

EVERY SUIT

GUARANTEED

If you want a gocd pair of Shies
for the bey try a pair of
BULL'S EYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

p

MEN OF FASHION WANT HART
SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES

& HERCULES BRAND

CALL AND SEE THEM
POBox

FOR

219.

HAL? CENTURY

A

Phone

3G

THE LEADING ORY GOODS
HOUSE

IN THE

CITY.

TRY OUR

Broil Alfa lea
Also Good lot Chickens
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

old-worl- d

new-worl-

d

International Stock Food

o

NATHAN SALMON.

Retail Dealers in

Flour, Hay,

Grain,

LEO

HERSCH

Potatoes,

Sail anfl Seefls

i

Phone 10a
store In Santa Fe.

San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

"Wholesale and

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN. HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

,

ESSES E5

j

100 lbs Pansy Flour

"

50 "

."

i

it

100

Santa Fe, New Mexico

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

Bobolink

:

f.fllirW COMMERCIAL LITERARY
& SCIENTIFIC
Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments

j

,

We Give

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

CALL

Ap SEE

FOR YOURSELF

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-

OUR GUARANTEE

HOTEL ACACIA

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

2
d?,c

FRESH EGGS

M.H0OVER

Goods.

MILK

f.i!v--

IPH ARMACT
PHONENO-218II

You

nil

;jut.i"..

one-thir-

,

SON
Phone
No 14

CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

OK'S

d
We guarantee a saving of
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold Are with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning
without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard
coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long
'
as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove be
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.

1.

Ca-'arr-

CREAM

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

J

No. 40

Telephone

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

Spitz

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

register tickets
with all cashpurchases. I
Cas1!

IfWinter Grocery Co.
Jf

christian brothers

?bVethId

j

50

S.

St. Michael's College

can't know curative certainty, unless you know your druggist.
When your Doctor orders msdicine of a com lex or simple
e
.will-bHERE.
PRESCRIPTIONS
BRING
ALL
They
nature,
filled accurately, qoickly and safely.'

Hie results will be all your do.tor and yourself expect

w

Phone
No 14

HARDWARE CO.

WJ

ZOOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO. 213

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1909.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Serial

IF WOMEN ONLY KNEW

EXAMINATIONS FOR SPECIAL
AGENTS OF THE CENSUS.

03004.

What a Heap of Happiness it Would
Bring to Santa Fe Homes.

Not Coal Land.
IT.

Department of the Interior.
S. i.and Office at Santa Fe, New

Hard to do housework with an aching back.
Brings you hours of misery at leisure or at work.
If women only knew the cause that
Backache pains come from sick
kidneys,
'Twould save much needless woe.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys.
Santa Fe people endorse this:
Miss Adela Arias, 10G Griffin street,
Santa Fe, N. M.. says: "There is uo
praise too strong for me to give Doan's
Kidney Pills. The splendid results
I obtained from their use several
years ago have been lasting and for
that reason, my confidence in them
has been increased. I suffered from
a dull heavy ache in the small of my
back and I was subject to headaches
and dizzy spells. I always felt tired,
had no ambition and was in very poor
health when I procured Doan's Kidney Pills at Striplinz, Burrows &
Co.'s drug store. It did not take them
long to cure me and from that day to
this I have been free rrom kidney complaint. I willingly confirm the public
statement I gave in January, 1907,
telling of my experience with Doan's
Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
New York, sole agents for the United

Mexico. October 4. 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Bernardo Martinez, of Pecos, New Mexico,
who, on October 5, t904, made Homestead Entry (Serial 03904), No. 8105,
for V
NV
NR
and E
17 N,
Seel ion 21, Township
Range
12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed
notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before the Register or Receiver of the U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
the 18th day of November, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rival, Manuel Sandoval, Apol-oniMartinez, Simon ViveVash, all of
Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
2

2

Cre-senci- o
o

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Sen-temp-

21. 1909.

Notice is hereby given that Albina
Lucero. of Jemez Springs, N. M., who
on July 3, 190S, made Homestead Entry (Serial 052), No. 052, for Lot 7,
Section (!, and N.
of Lot 1. Section
7, Township 18 N., Range 4 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before the Register and Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, on the 4th day of November. 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: Refugio Armenta, of Jemez Springs, N.
M.; Lino Armenta, of Jemez Springs.
N. M.; Jose Mestas y Ruiz, of Jemez
Springs, N. M.; Jose Armenta, of Jemez Springs, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
2

States.
Remember the name
take no other.

and

Doan's

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made wite Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell
dally,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros
well at 4 a. ni., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Pink Pain Tablets Dr. Shoop's
slop Headache, womanly pains, any Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autopain, anywhere, in 20 minutes sure. mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard
Formula on the 25c box. Ask your manager, Automobile Line.
druggist or doctor about this formula
Co.
it's fine. Stripling-Burrow- s
Why Colds Are Dangerous.
Because you have contracted ordinary colds and recovered from them
WOODY'S HACK LINE without treatment of any kind, do not
for a moment imagine that colds are
not dangerous. Everyone knows that
From
pneumonia and chronic catarrh have
their origin in a common cold. Conis not caused by a cold but
Leaves BARRANCA at 2 35 p m sumption
the cold prepares the system for the
of the
Arrives at TAOS at
reception and development
germs that would not otherwise have
found lodgment. It is the same with
ZE&o'u.aa.cl
all infectious diseases.
Diphtheria,
scarlet fever, measles and whooping
Tea. nailas nearer (lnnA teams cough are much more likely to be contracted when the child has a cold.
You will see from this that more real
danger lurks in a cold than in any
"BACK TO THE WOODS' other
of the common ailments. The
easiest and quickest way to cure a
cold is to take Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy. The many remarkable cures
effected by this preparation have
made it a staple article of trade over
a large part of the world. For sale by
all druggists.

Barranca to Taos

7pm

FARE

$5.00

New Mexican can do printing
to that done in any of the large
Our solicitor, every piece of
we turn out. Try our stock
and you will certainly come
We have all the facilities for
turning out every class of work, in
the inferior woods that you used to eluding one of the best binderies in
use if this new line of Lumber of the west.
ours is not the best you ever put a
saw or nail in! We are striving to
If people with symptoms of kidney
supply only the best seasoned ani or bladder trouble could realize their
least flawed Lumber that can be danger they would without loss of
and we time commence taking Foley's Kidney
found in this neighborhood,
Relieve we are succeeding in pleasing Remedy. This great remedy stops the
h11 our numerous customers.
Let us pain and the irregularities, strengthhear your complaints either as to ens and builds up these organs and
'Hiality or price. We'll cheerfully there is no danger of Bright's disease
or other serious disorder. Do not disremedy anything that's wrong.
regard the early symptoms. Sold by
all druggists.
The
equal
cities.
work
once
again.

Charles W. Dudrow

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF
AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

A

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under 'modern conditions. Complete
jTIjL College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
C'vil

and

Electrical

Engineering

and

in

Household

Eco-

nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
?

:';V

:(V

W E.'GaRRISON,'

;

Agricultural College, N. Mex
DIAMONDS
RIGHT PRICES
RIGHT GOODS
RIGHT SERVICE

H. C,

YONTZJ yATCHES

M.aa.vLf.cta.rr of

V""'
MPYIf.AN
--
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CUT GLASS, CHINA AND 8ILVERWARE.
48 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

Eyes Tested and

Fitted

By

ts

Method

Instructions regarding the)
printed
uit'thod of filling them in.
The papers prepared by the canli-dati-in these tests will be garded.
and a perfect mark will represent 50 ,
points of a scale of 10o in determining
th" final grade of a candidate. The
grading of the remaining "u points
will depend upon the evidence of the
as
candidate's
previous experience
shown on his application blank. Alii
applicants who receive a combined rat
ing of 7 will he placed on the eligible
list.
Applicants who have had satisfactory experience in the collection of
statistics in census work will be excused from the practical tests ana
placed on the eligible register. Also
those who have passed the civil service examination for special agent and
examiner, bureau of corporations, or
special agent, bureau of labor. Persons coming within these exceptions,
however, wil be required to file the application in completed form.
Selections from ihe eligible register
will be made as the needs of the service require. Eligibility is not of itself
a guaranty of appointment, but selections will be made solely with reference to equipment and availability for
appointment.
There will be no geographical apportionment of appointments as such. It.
will be the policy, however, as far as
practicable, to assign appointees to
duty in the localities in which they reside, and it therefore follows that, the
number of agents to be appointed from
a given state or locality will depend
largely upon the amount of work to be
done in that state or locality.
Through the courtesy of the I'nited
States civil service commission, the
practical test will be taken before
the local board of civil service examiners on November 3, 1909, at any of the
places named below. Applicants must
stale in the applications where they
desire to take the practical test. Failure to do so may result in failure to be
examined.
New Mexico:
Las
Albuquerque,
Vegas, Roswell.
Arizona: Douglas, Phoenix, Pres-cotAucson.
Colorado: Denver, Durango, Fort
Collins, (Irand Junction, Leadville, Pueblo, Trinidad.
Texas:
Amarillo, Austin, Brownsville, Dallas, El Paso, Houston, San
Antonio, Waco.
s

Positions Open to Applicants of
Experience in Statistical Work

Good

At Three Places.

i

j

.

ROSWELL,

The Weit Point

I

Census Director E. Dana Durand announces November
nxt as the date
for making a practical test of the
for ap
qualifications of applicants
pointment as special agents for ihei
collection of the thirteenth census
statistics of manufactures and mines
and quarries.
Blank applications j
may he obtained now by writing the
bureau of census. No applications
which are received alter the close of
business October 2'j will be considered.
In a circular of instructions relative
to the subject the director states that'
about January 1. 1910, the bureau will
employ from 1 .f.tn t0 1.S0O special
As far as possible it is de-- l
agents.
sired to obtain for this work persons
who have had college or university!
courses in statistics or economics,
and persons who have had service in
the accounting department of some
manufacturing or other business
'&

j

j

ii
i

it
-

p

Aruiv Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

-I

n

-

.TV,-

:' 7

r-- -

NEW MEXICO.
of the Southwest."

--

-

"A."

Through Academic course, preparing young

men for college or for business life, (treat
amount of open air work. Healthiets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
d the beautiful Pecos
Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatioc of 3.700

feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
Ittle rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard
eastern colleges. Ten
bulidings, throughly furnished, heatod, lighted
and modern In all respects.
REGENT? E. A. Cataoon, President; W
G, Hamlltoa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL.

IA.

W.

A,

When an application is complete in
every particular it should be mailed
to the director of the census, Wash-ington. D. C. Care should be taken j
to attach sufficient postage to the envelope containing the application.
If the applicant's statements as to
business training and experience and
education are satisfactory, and the
application is complete in every respect, a card will be mailed to the
applicant advising him when and
where to appear to complete the prescribed practical test, in filling out a
schedule such as is required in the
actual work of a special agent.
Applicants must be careful to state
in their applications the place selected for taking the practical test. A list
of the places where this test may be
taken is given below. The applicants
must be citizens of the I'nited States;
between the ages of 20 and 60 years;
in good health and physically able
to perform the required duty; and of
and habits. These
good character
facts must be vouched for by at least
two persons who are personally acquainted with the applicant.
Applications will be accepted from
women having the required
experience and education, but the opportunity for their employment in this work
is slight, and but few, if any, such
Tickling or dry Coughs will quickly
appointments will be made.
loosen when using Dr. Shoop's Cough
Director Durand states that, genRemedy. And it is so thoroughly
erally speaking, the duties of special harmless, that Dr.
Shoop tells mothers
agents will consist in obtaining, in to use nothing else, even for very
person from manufacturing establishments and mines and quarries, the young babies. The wholesome green
leaves and tender stems of a lung healstatistics required by law, as indicatmountainous shrub give the curaed in the printed schedules with which ing
tive
properties to Dr. Shoop's Cough
staThese
they will be furnished.
tistics cover investment, quantity and Remedy. It claims the cough, and
memvalue of products and of raw materi- heals the sensitive bronchial
als used, number of employes and branes. No opium," no chloroform,
their wages, character and quantity nothing harsh used to injure or suppress. Demand Dr. Shoop's. Accept
of power, etc.
no
other. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
be
will
divided
The special agents
Co.
into two classes: Class I, chief special
agents, who will collect statistics and
TWENTY-TWGERMAN
supervise the work of assistant speNOVITIATES FOR CONVENT.
cial agents within a given territory or
district; and class 2, assistant special
e
Young Women From Ireagents, who will be assigned to the Thirty-onland Have Also Joined the Sisters
collection of statistics under the diof Divine Providence in Texas
rection of, and subordinate to, special agents of class 1.
San Antonio, Tex., Oct. 5. Tearing
Chief special agents of class 1 will
receive compensation at the rate of themselves loose from their homes,
Gerfrom $4.50 to $6 per day, including parents and friends, twenty-twintervening Sundays. Assistant spe- man young women have entered their
cial agents of class 2, if paid by the novitiate with the Sisters of Divine
day, will receive from $3 to $4 for Providence at the Academy of the Ineach day, including intervening Sun carnate Word in this city. They ardays; but such agent may, however, rived here last Tuesday morning and
basis. were accompanied by Mother Crecen-ci- a
be compensated on a piece-pricThe chief special agents will be emand Sister Wunderlius. After passployed from six to fifteen mouths and ing their novitiate they will take the
the assistant special agents from veil and thereafter are obliged to dethree to six months.
vote their entire lives to the cause of
Each special agent will, upon ap- the church.
A few days ago thirty-on- e
pointment, be assigned an official stayoung wotion, and no expenses of subsistence men arrived here from Ireland with
will be allowed any special agent the same intention. They also entered
while working in the immediate vicin- the institution named. Authorities of
ity of his station.
the Catholic church then interviewed
Special agents who are necessarily gave as reason for these importations
absent from their designated stations the fact that American women, and
engaged on official business, will be more especially in this case, Texas
allowed their actual and necessary
women, were too fond of life to consetraveling expenses and a per diem In crate It to the service of the faith.
lieu of subsistence under regulations
to be hereafter promulgated.
Foley's Honey and Tar clears the
No appointments of assistant special air
passages, stops the irritation in
agents will be made until about Jan- the throat, soothes the inflamed memuary 1, 1910.
branes, and the most obstinate cough
On November 3 next applicants who
Sore and inflamed lungs
disappears.
have been furnished a card of admis- are healed and
strengthened, and
sion will be assembled at the places the cold is
from the system.
expelled
named for the purpose of taking the Refuse
any but the genuine in the
practical test in filling out a schedule yellow package. Sold by all druggists.
of the kind used in the actual work of
a special agent.
SEALED PROPOSALS.
There will be two separate tests in
Sealed proposals will be received by
filling the schedules, designed for spec- the Board of County Commissioners of
ial agents of classes 1 and 2, respec- Santa Fe
County, at the office of the
tively. Any applicant may take either Probate Clerk up to noon the ninth day
alone, or both, and failure to success of October, 1909, for the heating, plumfully pass the test of class 1 will not bing and electric wiring' of the court
necessarily preclude eligibility for ap- house now under construction.
Plans
pointment in class 2.
and specifications' can be seen at the
The test for special agents of class office of the
probate clerk, or I. H. &
1 will consist principally of the filling
W. M. Rapp & Co., architects, also
out of a sample schedule from the de- at the building.
Seperate proposals
tails given in a typical balance sheet will be received on each. Address all
and income account, supplemented by bids to
George W. Armijo, probate
other data in tabulated form neces- clerk.
sary to complete the schedule.
I. SPARKS,
The test for special agents of class Chairman Board County
2 will consist mainly of the filling out
of a schedule from a simple narrative
statement of facts relative to a manur
Fifty Years a Blacksmith
Samuel R. Worley of Hixburg, Va.,
facturing establishment, in which
statement will appear all the figures has been shoeing horses for mor
and facts necessarv to the completion than fifty years. He says "Chamberof the schedule.
lain's Pain Balm has given me great
At least several days prior to the relief from lame back and rheumatest each candidate wll be furnished tism. It is the best liniment I ever
a copy of the schedule and a set of used." For sale by all druggists.
1

New Mexico Military Institute

WILLiOK,
Superintendent

0J0 CALIEJiTE t0T SPRINGS.
These celebrated Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miles
north of Santa
of Taos, and fifty
o
from
miles
Fe, and about twelve
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
daily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feeL Climate
the entire
very dry and delightful
year round. There la now a commod-(ou- e
hotel for the convenience of invalids and tourists. People suffeing
from consumption, cancer, and other
contagious diseases, are not accepted,
'hese waters contain 1,626.24 grains
of alkaline salts te the gallon, being
Bar-anc-

the richest alkalin Hot Springs In the
world. The efficiency of these water
hag been thoroughly tested by the
miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases:
Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'e
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
per month.
Stage meets Denver
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
This resort is attracupon request.
tive at all seasons and is open all
winter.
Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
same day. For further particulars

address:

t.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Oj

)

Cliant.

Proorietor.

Tais. f oaoty

NM

Wells Fargo k Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

All

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farg 3
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Tfarougtioat the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent.

LIVERY STABLE

o

FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACKS.

e

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

I

Line

CHAS CLOSSQKS
A.

P. gpiegelberg- 527 San Francisco

Indian aaa

mm

Street

Hares

m

Gurios

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals.
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems. '
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.

vys&sp SALE
Embroideries i lite Goods

ONLY
of

the finest

EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS

LATEST AND

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO.
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Entered as Second Class Matter
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .20
Daily per week by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
60
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

$3.75
2.00
1.00
75

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
'LABEL?--

WATCH THE SCHOOL ROOM.
Medical supervision of the schools
isbeing considered a necessity in
many European cities and also in
several progressive American towns.
II certainly is a necessity, at Santa
Fe whore for the- past few years scar-let' fever, diphtheria and other, dis-- i
eases have wrought such sad havoc
among the little ones and each mouth
sees now mounds in the cemeteries
over innocenets slaughtered by neg- loct of the precautions that modern
science teaches. Every pupil in the
Jlc schoo,Si and thal lllcl,ldes tl,0se

!

-

1

,

R

,

, ,

amined for trachoma or other eye
C

tl,

...

T,i,wli

dis- -

fm. di,h-

-

1SC9;

at-n- d

on foot among

question of employing women is continually rising. Our answer is always
the same: 'This is a man's job.' The
motto of the Y. M. C. A. that "it
takes men to save men,' is sound.
"Is there no place for the woman
missionary among criminals? Yes
among the women. But the great majority want to work among men. Why?
Is it for the same reasons women like
to work among the Chinese? Are the
reasons purely religious or partly
sentimental and unconsciously based
on sex affinity?
"But is there no place for woman's
work among men? Yes, for women of
mature years, very mature; women
who have either reared sons or have
lived with men long enough to know
their lower nature and to be immune.
''Therefore we advise young women who desire to be missionaries
among any class of men to become so
as aids to their own husbands, or to
wait, until they are old enough to do
it safely. If they make reply: 'The
poor dear men will be lost,' we answer that while the men are well
worth saving they are too 'poor' to
pay for the price and too dear at the
demanded sacrifice.. 'This is a man's
job.' "

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY,

FAVORS MERCHANT MARINE.
President Taft lias promised not
only to advocate a bond issue of
a year to complete reclamation
projects, but ho has. also spoken in
favor of a ship subsidy and a merchant marine for the nation. This is
proof that his policy of economy is not
to cram) the expansion of the nation
along the linos in which it has been
cramped too much. Directly, a merchant marine is not near as important
to New Mexico as an irrigation dam,
nut lmtiiocuy, one u, a 1u.nuuu.11 w
the nation's welfare as the other, and.
what is good for the nation as
whole is iood tor tins comnionweann.
Says one ot the leading Lintago

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 5,.

assert that there is a move- - marshal's and the V. S. district
other federal offices
the churches to
change the present system by which which ought to be at the capital, it
young women are employed, each to locks very much as. if the coming sesteach an individual Mongol, and to sion of Congress will not fail to make
substitute men. Although this change the initial appropriation to select the
is reported to bo most earnestly op- most convenient site and pay for it.
posed by the women themselves, it
is devoutly hoped that it will? be
After looking over last evening's
made as soon and a,s completely
as issue of the hyphenated Tribune-Cit- j
possible. There appear to be reasons zeii of Albuquerque, the devil remarkeven more potent than saving
the ed: "It is the dress of Jacob but the
lives of young women missionaries. voice is that of Esau."
"In work among male criminals the

counts
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The First National Bank
OP SANTA FE.
The oldest backirg institution in New Mexico.
R. J. PALEN, Pr sident.
L. A. HUGHES,
Vice President.

Prolessiooai Cards

EstabJh bej

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier,

J, B. READ,
Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- - $75. COO

ATTORNEYS AT LA W.-

Transacts a general banking- business in all its brandies.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sell bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys a' d sells
domestic and fore'gn exchange and makes telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world cn as
liberal terms as are given bj any money transacting agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on con tignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes al1 orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them ss liberal
treatment in all respects, as is coisistent with safety and
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
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Espanola, is slopjing at tlii' Ciaitv.
Architect I. H. Raji went to Al'.i't-- '
and Los , turns yesterday.
Attorney C'liarlcs F. Kasley has iv- -'
turned from a business visit to
Hi my- Pollard of
-

young man who gets a bank pass bf( k as sr cn
as he begins to earn money will sone day sconer
or Uter be comfortably well tixed if not rich,
through the fact that when a business opportunity
comes aong he will luve some money and credit
find chances to
tograpit. Every young man towillinvest
above his
mike mosey by having money
A

nut-nin-

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US AND WATCH

"ONUED STATES BANK &

TRlbTcF

G. FRANKLIN

FLICK, President.

N. B. LAUGHLIN

W. S. DAVIS. Cashier.
W. E. GRIFFIN.

Asst. Cashier.

J.

B. LAMY

R. H. HANNA

FREDERICK

--

MULLER

FURNITURE

Lharies wagner rurnuure

lo.

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

A M BERGEfcE.
Santa

Manager for New Mexicc.
Catron

Fe, N. M.

Block
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THERE'S SOME CLASS TO THIS
A RSAL AIR SHIP ONE THAT FLIES
THE GAME OF PUSH BALLON HORSEBACK
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
THE NT REISS CARNIVAL COMPANY
TWO TROOPS OF U. S. CAVALRY

TRADES PARADE

TWENTY CONVENTIONS

MONTEZUMA

BALL

1000 GIVEN
TOBACCO CO.

29th Annual New Mexico Fair
and

Resourcts. Exposition
0 '.TCBSB

iLBUQUSRQUS

1

11-1- 6

I

j

JOHB B. KcHAKUS.

Have you visited the VALLEY RANCH this year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH buildings have been remolded at
great expense and offer the best of home comforts with solenoid board?
Are you aware that the biggest trout catch on the Pecos this ear wns
made by a Santa Fe man at ' VALLEY RANCH? The fishing season clOBts
;
October loth.
Aie you aware that the grouse' and quail season opens Oct. 1st., deer Oct
15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLEY RANCH this Year,
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH nas the best tennis court and
dancing floor In the territory,
,

IllMOtra.tod.I'axriplilet

J- -

F. MILLER, Mgr.

tsd aOl

VALLEY RANCH, N. M

EAST SIDE OP PLAZA.

NOW READY FOR BUSINESS

Order from Us direct, or fhone to the Winter
Grocary or H. S Kaune and Co, uatil our
phone is ii place, Lt us have your irder for
reguU goods or sDwcial order,

II

on

yon

ft

very desirwhich
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at the Elks' theatre by the Spooner-Wallock- Stock Company. Everybody
who attended was delightfully
pleased.
The show as promised was a good one
and as entertaining as
throughout
could be. The comedian of the company came in for an unusual amount
of applause and took the audience by
storm. In fact everyone who took part
in the play succeeded in pleasing.
Tonight, another good play is billed.
The company will produce "A Lawyer's Wedding or a A Fight For a Million." The play is an excellent, one
and is well worth seeing. Tickets can
be secured at Fischer's drug store at
Hie popular prices of 25, 35 and 50
cents. If you haven't seen the
company you do not know
what you are missing. If you have
seen the company go again and be
royally entertained.

earth

This morning in all parts of town
could be heard favorable comments
.on the play that was given last night

i

record for durability

fcV

isn't it?

i

Gome in and let us show

you the Ostermoor

m

4

and explain why it is proof against dust, moisture, and vermin
and never needs any renovation but a sun bath.
Our stock
will enable you to examine and test before
you buy.

i

for Monarcl1 Malleable Iron Ranges
Every Stove Guaranteed.

AfTPnf q

fj

Let us figure your hoating and plumbing

sanitary; plumbing our speciality

Gloves

Gloves

Gloves

TheDesthorsehide gloves mideoji nn
Fat1 fh p M n
rUl Ulu ill 11 soft, reinforced stitching
1.60
.

Sand Your laund y to the
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

at Albuquerque.
Basket leaves Tueiday,
Returns Friday.
AGENCY for Santa Fe at Kerr
Barber Shop;
F. 0. BRO YJN,
Phone No 122
Rfd
Agent.

ME 8 CO.

1.5.

S.

PROVED EQUAL TO
THEIR REPUTATION.

It

Yes, this is the

Ootermoor Mattress vou H
have heard of and seen advertised
so many years. The one that's built of m
eight interlacing Ostermoor sheets, which after m
and sewed within the tick is
being ha?id-lai- d
H
ready for you to sleep on for the rest of your life
and then bequeath to your heirs. There is one m
record of three generations sleeping on the
same Ostermoor.
It has been in satiMiactorv 1
use for fifty-tw- o
years and that is a prety good I

try

y

A. Gusdorf, the promient Taos nier-- ;
chant, arrived in town yesterday afternoon, registering at the Palace. He
came for the purpose of receiving
the Master Mason degree at last
night's meeting of the local lodge. He
reports a splendid apple crop at Taos
and brought with him fine samples of
tin fruit.

THE HOME BAKERY

i

no v

LAUNDRY

i

Xaafbrmaa.tt.oaa.

ih

WORK

j

.

ifownto

FIRST CLASS

.

The Valley Ranch

--

If you want anything on
a Xew Mexican want "ad."

i

Secretary.

-

Spoon-er-Walloc- k

'

President

lumlrea

pnyiiiK
for your home.
I.KT
US EXPLAIN
MU
CONTRACT Olt CUKAP MONEY.
GEO. M. KIN SELL
294 San Francisco St.- -

j

W. C. TIGHT,

nvii:tr in

iinof lylii'i-ii

thyii (iits
rent money
will nuke
jour
now
on't wait.

Vegas on one of his weekly visits.
He is registered at the Palace.
General Francis J. Torrance, president of the New Mexico Central Railroad Company, who has been ,at Albuquerque from Pittsburg, Pa., is expected in Santa Fe this afternoon on
important business in connection with
the New Mexico Central.
Mayor Jose D. Sena is home from a
week's visit to Socorro. He said that:
the people of the Gem City made a'
splendid success of their fair and that
no man worked harder to attain that
end than Hon. W. E. Martin, president
of the fair.
F. R. Frankenburcer of Espalona,
returned yesterday to his home taking his wife who for a number of
weeks was a patient at the Sanitarium.
Mrs. Frankenburger was greatly bene- fited by her stay in Santa Fe and is on
the road to complete recovery.
Rev. Cruz Martinez of Dulce, Rio
Arriba county, and Rev. Eulogio Mon-toy- a
of Taos, were pleasant visitors
In the New Mexican office today on
their way home from attending the
conference of the Methodist Episcopal
church at El Paso, Texas, where they
had been four days.
Hon. E. A. Miera of Cuba, is in San-- !
ta Fe today from his home at Cuba,
Sandoval county, and will go to Lamy
tomorrow to look over the catle and
other stock he has bought from T. W.
Hanna, who has sold out his holdings
on the Onderdonk ranch. The cat-- 1
tie will be driven overland to Cuba.

THE 2:12 PACE "BULL DURHAM" STAKE
BY BLACKWELL'S DURHAM

We will
able lion

Herbert, the popular representative of the Armour Packing
Tiouse, arrived last night from
Las

MARATHON RACE

BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
RELAY FOOT RACE

is

Will Do

recover.
Adjutant General R. A. Ford returned this noon from his visit to Los Angeles, where he was in attendance at
the sessions of the National Guard
convention.
Hon. Solomon Luna of Los Lunas,
will leave Albuquerque this evening
for Denver and Aspen, Colorado, on
personal business. He will be in Colorado several weeks.
y
j. D. .Mitchell of Victoria, Tex., an
employee oi tne u. s. agricultural department, who has been in town the
last few days, left today for home. He
.was a suest ot the Palace.
R.

(! : i
heu.-- e

Rent Money

at Jemez Springs for an attack of
rheumatism, left Santa Fe today for
Ojo Caliente where he expects to
com-plet-

I

of thiiitrs
wou.il like to do to n ake her

A. R. Manbv of Taos, who had been

The. Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest

II

U

JS-V-

sn-e-

J. V,'. Gray and wife, of Denver, arrived last night coming to enjoy the
sights of the Ancient City. They are!

stopping at the Palace.
Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds, who had
been visiting her son J. W. Raynolds
and family in this city, lias returned
to her home at Las Vegas.
R. R. Archer, representing the Albuquerque Morning Journal, is making
the rounds of Santa Fe today and expects to remain several days.
R. R. Archer, representing the Albuquerque Morning Journal, is making the rounds of Santa Fe today and
expects to remain several days.

Sell

wn home ri .ore confortable,
pleasant Nearly
very won nn Is a money
and
will help jou wuuderrully
to tay for n boiue,

eastern joints.

10

H,

atti'iti'tivt-an-

j

gUjgBBESIIl

The Colorada

mi-

f

j

j

no: io

lino
Tin re nn
-

j

ROLL TOP DESKS
of all kinds.
fox taro
TSTeelcs CHINA.

w oiiui

Every

V' t

'

Special

SoIi-.it-

brut a

the Meadow City from a visit to the!
east.
G. H. Parrish and A. C. Woodman,
traveling men of Denver, were amoug
the arrivals stopping at the Palace last
night.
George Law of Viarid, returned to
Santa Fe last evening from Taos, hav- ing made the entire trip there and
back, on foot.
Mrs. J. J. Goutchey has returned
home from a very enjoyable visit to
her old home at Kankakee, 111., and

HARDWARE

Order

Mai!

We

iSsk lour Wife

1

Undertaken

IN HARDWARE

SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

and Mrs. Charles F. Easley.
H, W. Brown, a commercial man
from Trinidad, selling a line of canned
goods, is quartered at. the Palace.
M. Lyons, the
Trinidad baseball
t wirier, has
joined the local team and
is practicing with it every evening.
Hon. Victor Ortega of Chimayo, probate jttdse of Santa Fe county, is in
town holding a session of the court.
Mrs. Rumaldo Ortiz, wife of a prom-inent merchant, of Capulin, Colo., is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Luis E. Alarid.
Harry W. Kelly, the Las Vegas

W..S. DAVIS.

EVERYTHING

Phone No. 83

MISS A MUGLER.
THE MILLINERY STORE

s

FLICK

FRANKLIN

The house thai will SAVE YOU MONEY

JUST RECEIVED AT

o

DIRECTORS
G.

ITS

e

Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell has returned to L.is Veuas from a visit to
th east.
Justice of th ePace Ricardo Alavid
is seriously ill at. his home ou Galis-testreet.
J. H. Hermann of Wichita, the pack-inhouse representative, is quartered
at the Palace.
W. A. Bayer, chief clerk at the penitentiary, was a visitor at his former
heme, Albuquerque, yesterday.
Ralph riasley, attorney at Estancia,
is here to visit his parents, General

SANTA FE, N. M.
CAPITAL $50,000
OFFICERS

i

terday.

GROW.

IT-

-

Surveyor C.eneral John V. March
a pass'enger for Albuquerque yes- -

actual necessities

HUE

SI

PERSONAL MENTIOf

Little Honey Ahead

Hunting Gloves, fine horsehide, laubs wool
corerting, worth 3.00 Our price

$2,25

Two grades
Our price

&

all-wo-

gloves,

ol

40

V(V tllP
TfldlPQ ladies soft tan goatsWn driv
1U1 1110 LttUlCO
ing glove wo thSlOOspeci at
Ladies all wool, close fiittirg glovf:
worth 50c at
Misses Crown Brand ail weel
mittens worth anywhere 50c at
Misses all wool close fitting gloves
Our price

I IttlP

THE LEADING
GBUCEHS

MllPQ

Infants
fitting glovesj
all-wo-

Infants

close

Best flour

IN

Santa Fe,

-

We have doubled

SANTA PE
PATENT FLOUR
IS BEST beca use it
in
gives the besi
bread and pastry of any
Hour you c .n buy.

30c

-

-

our business in

les

N.

rwg

than tw o years

HftiTi'

"Abstracts

NEW ABSTRACT DEPARTMEN In connection
with RE.L ESTATE & INSURANCE business;
experienced man in charge.

IF

of

YOU

WANT

A

CLEAR

TITLE TO YOUR PROPERTY,

thi

and which
wheao,
makes the bread nutritious
and WHOLESOME

(O

C- -

WATSON
SUTA FE'

&

COMPANY

NEW MEXICO

CATRCN BLOCK

BOSS

PHCNE

PATENT FLOUR is entire yfree from CELLULOSE
the indigestible element
of the wheat.

H. S.

35c

STORE,

I AbstractsrzzAbstract- s-

contains more Gluten
I t which
the very life

vitally
Another feature

30c

'iift'lCIJ

"pOSS

is

-

75c

20 to 30c

THE RACKET
THE

60c

RED

189-

-

SB

Drink
Pnb3t

HE 8 CO.

DlGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

'FHOIElt.

.

ESS

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
MaltTonic

M
r

JHOTEL ARRIVALS

Railroad; Time Table

jiew tyxico Central
KKAU luiWN

2.49
4.10
4.49

22
41
62
61
63

5.U

KsiaiKMa

5.39
6.13

bi)

VillurU
Ci'ilarvali'

105

861
iie--

137a
319
113U

j

1543
220

"
a. in.

11.35
11.05

"
"

"

Kansas t'itv
St. Louis
t liieaiio
- Kl I'uso
" Los Angeles
"

p. in. 9.30
u. . 7.35
a. m. 11.4D
8.00
a- - in.
P. 111. 7.00
L0O
P. Ill,
:.oo
a, in

780

600

10.U) p. 111.
"
9.00
"
1.15
9.45 a. in.
6 00 p. in.

"

MexifoCity "

6ii2

3,700
,)63
1.349

6'00a. in.

Lv

Ar Roswi'll

"

:s.35

.

6.317
6.204
6,136
6.093
6.086
6.214
6,430

"

12.4,1

Turrain-t-

8.00

116

7.013

5.25 p. in.
"
4.22
"
3.17
2.36
'
2.11
'..15
j"

Lv Santa IV Ar
Ar Kt'iitK'ily Lv
Stun Iry
Moi'iarty

p. in. 1.45

:o;

ALT.

PASS'K
DAILY

STATIONS

PASS'R
DAILY.

1I.KS

Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witu the Rock
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making the
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Ticketsallto all parts
steamship
of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive agents
lines.
Information gladly furnished.
'
Laughlin Bldg.
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passenger Agent

1,

St, Louis Rocky
Pacific

Railway

k

Comoanj,

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
So

Miles Krom
Des Moln.es

1,

DAILY

a

taT

I

n

m

Miles From

s

No 2'

Baton

DAILY!

1

Si

10

10
10

U
11
11
12
12
8

$4
4
4

16
6
6
7

00 a. m.
12 a. m.
35 a. m.
60 a. m,
05 a m
20 a. m
45 a. m.
20 p.m.
45 p.m.
30 p. m.
50 p.m.
15 p. in.
45 p m.
55
60 p. m.
15 P, m.
35 p.m.
08 p.m.

p.m.

..10 p.m.
28 p. m.
7.46 p.m.
7.
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N ; M.
Lv. Des Moines,
"
" Rumaldo.
"
" Dedman
"
" Oapulln
" Vigil
"J Thompson
";
' Cunningham
OUf ton House Junction
Arr.
ratommm
LV.
" Olif ton House Junction "

0

i
11
U

20
26
81
42

Arr,
Lv.
I""

i'f
ii

"
"
"
"
"

"
"

i'reston
Koehler
" Koehler Jnot.
"

49
68
&3

Uolfax
" Oerrososo

6o
77

Arr

83

niMRR.ON

Lv.
" Nash
" Harlan
" I te Park

88
83
94

N

.

46

88
82
29
24
IB

"
"
"

.

Arr'

N. M.
"

LVi

Lv.
"
"
"
"

2
2
12
12
11
11

47
60
63

69

56

2B
06

40
06

7 50
7 40
7 26
7 00

p, m

p.m.
a.
in.

a' m

a. in.

a'

m"

a.m.
a.m.

SGHE

Book containing information of value
to all expectant mothers niailecMreo.

BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.

Atlanta. Ga.

-

FRATIRWL

SJCIE1I-:- -

MAtCNIC.
Montezuma Lodge No.
1. A. F. & A. M. Reg
u1 ar
communication
first Monday of eack
month
at Masonls
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIB.
Worthy Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter
R.

A.

were not selected but are ordinary
specimens of the kind of vegetables
that can be raised in Santa Fe. Superintendent I. L. Tyler of the school,
was quite astonished when he began
pulling up his crop. The school has
as many pupils, mostly from northern
Xew Mexico, as it can accommodate
and is expected to do nolable stunts
next year in showing Santa Fe and
the outside world what can be done
in the line of fanning in the Sunshine
Territory.
Deaf and Dumb School in the Race.
Superintendent VV. O. Conner of the
Territorial Deaf and Dumb school also
brought iu speciments of turnips that
measured from 23 to 20 inches in cii
cuniference and radishes that weighed
several pounds. He has raised sugar
beets on the asylum grounds that
pounds. Santa Fe
weighed 8
should have an agricultural fair if for
no other purpose than to exhibit its
own line agricultural products.
2

cero, Luciano Uonzalez, Abel
Reyes Jaramillo.

Bearing Lava Was Stopped.

til

1060

LOW FARES

Venerable
HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,

TO

Master.

Secretary.

California, Arizona, New
Mexico, Mexico the Northwest, etc.

OF
MANIFESTATIONS
GRATITUDE.
Each year that passes along seems
like a renewal of life in the person of
the distinguished statesman whose
name goes out from the heart to the
lips of the Spanish-AmericanTime which brings disappointment!
and shows disillusion when the affections and the faith of a people are
deposited on improvised or mediocre
men, constitutes the powerful auxiliary of these great, personalities for
whom every moment represents one
more example and a new occasion to
renovate their high deserts.
To renovate!
This is truly the
proper word. The Hon. Kpimenio A.
Miera is a man that constantly renews himself for his country. In that
reason we see him gloriously ascend
ing to the summit, without a trace
of fatigue in his ascension, with the
gallant pace of his best days and the
youthful spirit of him who marches
towards his ideal.
This serene and strong existence
seems to us like a perennial spring
whose waters have abundantly flowed
through fields and before and which
it has converted into prosperity andj

New Gold Camp in Northern Ontario
Said to Be Ledge Where Gold

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O.
One way Colonist Tickets on sale holds Its regular session on the secdaily September 15 to October 15, ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
190S inclusive.
Accepted in tourist month. Visiting brothers are invited
DAVID KNAPP.
on
of Pullman fare. and welcome.
payment
sleepers
Exalted Ruler.
below.
Only a few points shown
Vrr faroa tn nthor nninta and infor J. D. SENA, Secretary.
mation about the liberal
ileges accorded, phone, write of see
Knghts of Pythias.
me.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Los Angeles .
in month at 8 o'clock in I.
San Francisco
oo Tuesdays
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. VisitSan Diego . . ,
ing Knights invited to attend.
Pasadena . . .
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
Sacramento .
K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
JOHN
San Jose . ...
Santa Barbara
For Chapped Hands.
Fresno
skin whether on the
Chapped
Tickets and sleeding car space hands or face may be cured in one
night by
applying Chamberlain's
may be had by applying to
Salve. It is also unequaled for sore
S. LUTZ.
nipples, burns and scalds. For sale
by all druggists.
stop-ov-

er

built by the Temiskaming & Northern
Ontario railway, which takes traffic
from the Grand Trunk railway system ak North Bay some two hundred
The people
miles north of Toronto.
are clamoring for the railway and
pending its completion as many as
possible are trying to get into camp
before the winter sets in.
"The one everlasting gold field" the
habitants call this country. Men who
have placed their faith, men who have
Santa Fe,
bet their money on Larder Lake say
that in the great slide south from
N. Mex
CHEAP EXCURSIONS TO
"somewhere," golden lava, tons of it,
ran headfirst into a granite wall and
stopped there. Whether the legend is
true or not no gold is found south of
via
the wall, no silver north. Other min
consort with both gold
erals
New Mexico Central Railroafl
and silver on each side of the ledge, fertility.
And though the lapse of days and
bul the two do not intermingle.
15th to 20th 1909
march of events, they serve to
the
Gaunt and rocky, this rib stands
more and more the confidence
affirm
aim
out like a dividing dike, bast
Chautauqua Meeting $16.10
by him to the people of the
west it runs, a mineralized water shed inspired
Good returning Sept., 23rd.
is
So
PA
whole
it
that when,
PITTSBURG,
Territory.
for the heavy deposits of gold and
counin
there
the
appears
perchance,
silver, which it divorces, and which
October 15th and 10th'
horizon any danger which threatCENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
affiliated with copper, corundum, feld try's
the
ens
of
the
Republican
tranquility
Meeting of Presidents
muc,
spar, mica, apante, grapime,
- party, all hopes and aspirations turn
nunthe
lead, fluorite, barite, permit
as the sentinel and guardian
Taft and Diaz $13.10
Disciples of Christ
.M'nl fvnn of this locality to hold its to him
of the benefits of which he has been
own with the great wheat harvest of
Good returning Oct 18th
Oct
to 19th
l"c ,u,uf "u
the northwest dominion.
or
worm
imsib
nai
uiose
is
ine
miles
The ledge, itself, thirty-fiv- e
November 1st. to 7th.
i'"""
wirio hnasta what is now estimated as
.
El Paso Fair and
,
riPhPaf filrkPl bed on the conti- - high a ray of the sun is sufficient to!
mem
wun
me
oi
dissolve
7
on
14
be
ongniness
sale
Uct.
value
Tickets
the
of
and
6,
nent. Some idea
may
Exposition $13.40
Good for return passage
15th
gleaned from the fact that the big "lt "B"1- who
forover
the
God.
watches
$10.at
nickel company
Sudbury paid
Good returning Nov. 8th
until Oct. 28th
000 for the mere privilege ot putting uiues oi uiiuuns, preserves yuu luu ul
of
as
this
the support
Train arrives iu El Paso
down diamoud drill tests of the prop life and vigor,
beloved land which owes you many
8 a. m. In time for good dav
Via SANTA PE
erty, with the option of purchase at
benefits ami that you have made great
Sigat-seein- g.
$300,000 on the entire bed. After
H. 8. LUTZ, Agent
months of drilling the corporation and happy.
P. I YNG,
The circle of your friends, joined
Santa Pe, N. M.
pulled out, carried away its cores and
& Passenger Agent
I
City
Freight
Sandoval
of
county,!
the
by
parents
been
what
had
of
made no hint at all
to
come
are
their
sincere
express
Just what card is up the cor
found.
for the zeal at present
porate sleeve is keeping half the gratitude
The shown in favor of education, placing
guessing.
camp at Sudbury
the
that
idea
is
greatest in relief the magnanimity of their
prevalent
nickel mine yet unearthed is hidden sentiments, which bring into prominence the greatest figures such as
beneath the ledge.
Sudbury, three hundred miles from that of Governor George Curry 'and
Toronto and north of Lake Huron, is yours, Mr. Miera. For with the law
nested in a country, rough, broken, passed appropriating half a million of
extremely rocky, and full of deep cool dollars for the country schools, and
The famous camp at Cobalt which is pending before Congress for
lakes.
is still farther to the north. The clay its approval, they are entitled to the
Terbelt, densely timbered 150 miles by unanimous applause of the whole
U-16T350 miles in extent, lying beyond the ritory. On that account, it is our earnrock-ri- b
like the lean in a flitch of est desire to see you, Governor, conbacon, is a poor man's country. Much tinuing with the direction of affairs
of it is easily ploughed, and a team of the Territory, and you, Mr. Miera,
an ox and perseverance are all that of those of Sandoval county, which
PRESIDENT TAFT WILL BE THERE OCT. 15th
recognizes in you one of her favorite
is needed to produce a home.
sons.
Tickets will be on sale Oct 9th to 16th.
Receive, gentlemen, our earnest
Mr. F. O. Fritz, Oneonta, N. Y.,
Retumclimit, Oct. 18th
writes: "My little girl was greatly wishes that in the same manner that
benefitted by taking Foley's Orino you are the highest among our citiLaxative, and I think it is the best zens, you may be also the happiest.
Cuba, N. M., Sept. 28, 1909.
remedy for constipation and liver
TAFT-DIA- Z
MEETING
trouble." Foley's Orino Laxative is
Dr. Jose Somellera, M. Reyes
A.
mild, pleasant and effective, and
El
Paso October 15th.
Eichwald,
Enrique Valdez,
Sold by Telesfor Sandoval,
cures habitual constipation.
Celso Sandoval,
all druggists.
Ramon Casados, Vicente Torres, Jose
1
R. Montoya, J. C. Sandoval, Jose AnSOME MONSTER TURN
dres Archibeque,
Zenon Sandoval,
Round Trip from Santa Fe, Dates of sale. Oct. 14 15 16
IPS AND RADISHES. Ysabel Sambrano, Tonias
Sandoval,
Return Limit, Oet. 18th
Domingo Crispin, Emllio
Crispin,
Specimens as Large as Human Head, Juan Montoya, Tulislor Olivas, Hilario
Each Weighing Several Pounds
Lucero, Alfredo Valdez, Amoro Mon- MASONIC MEETING
Raised at Mission School.
toya, Francisco Mora, Cristoval Casa
i
dos, Tonciano Casados, Juan Casados,
Albuquerque N M Oct. 18-2- 3
...Panting under the weight of two Pablo Lobato, Esquipula Salazar, Manturnips and one radish he was carry- uel Benabides, Pablo Gonzalez, Saning, a pupil of the Mary James Pres- tiago Vigil, Magdaleno Chavez, Ysabel
byterian Mission School of this city, Sambrano y Sambrano, Elias Madrid,
Round Trip from Santa Fe, On sale Oct 15th to 23rd.
walked into the Xew Mexican office Nicodemus Apodaca, Leonardo Casatoday with specimens of the crops dos, Carmel Lobato, Valentin Lucero,
Return limn Oct. 25th 1909.
raised the first year at the school on Mauricio Sanchez, Manuel Sanchez,
Jose
Sanchez,
Gonzalez,
ground only broken after the school Vicente
Go
was built. The turnips are as large Francisco Aragon,
Francisco Bena- Casa-radisas a good sized human head and the bides, Reyes Ledesma, Ramon
weighs several pounds. They dos, Dionicio Macoy, Donaclano Lu- -

25.

i

El Paso, Texas

j

Spt

VISIT

El

Paso's

Fair

1st to 7th
TO THE EAST
Now in

NEW

&

NORTH

effect Via

E. P. & S. W. and Rock Island
A. N. BROWN
It, P.

A.--

K,

$68.30

J.

MEXICO CENTRAL

For full particulars,
Address

i.

Uth

-

tL0W SUMMER RATES

P. & S, W.
Kl Paso Texas.

tqte?qtte

KLO

OCT

$3.45

TO
Montana,

Nevada,

H.,

1909

$3.45

$3.45

"

Stations in British Columbia, California,"Idaho,
Oregin, and Washington.

IN EFFECT SEPTEMBER 15TH
TO OCTOBER 15TIL
Via

Lu-cer-

$ 3.40

$13.40

$13.40

$4.15

$4.15

$4.15

'

II,

DENVER

I

Summer Tourist Rates

Still in effect to all
points.

For further Information make inquiry of)J
P H. McBRIDE, A?ent, or W. D. SHEA, T. P.
SANTA PR. N. M.

&

P. A.

1,

Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masenie
Hall at 7:30 n. m.
o 1d .
iifja v. ... poa
u.kl.t n .JL4, 11.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1. K. T. Regular conclave
Vir
fourth Monday in eacli
ginia Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., writes:
month at Masonic Hall at
"I was so weak from kidney trouble
that I could hardly walk a hundred 7:30 p. m
feet. Four bottles of Foley's Kidney
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
Remedy cleared my complexion, cured
m ybackaclie and the irregularities
disappeared, and I can now attend to
anta Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
business every day and recommend 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted
Foley's Kidney Remedy to all suffer- Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
ers, as it cured me after the doctors on the third
of each month
and other remedies had failed." Sold at 7:30 o'clockMonday
In the evening 1b
by all druggists.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
the jeweler,

C. R. Kluger,

WARM

RUSHING
TO LARDER LAKE DIGGINGS.
NOW

faaias,

No.

M.

--

Lanier Lake, Ontario, Oct. 5- .- It is
a. m.
m.
new gold camp here which now
the
a,
is calling the Argonauts by thousands
In Dawson, N. so many that a branch line is to bi

E. P. A 8. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving
m.
6:15
p.
M.,
t Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
1:55 a. m.
f Stage for van Houtsn. N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines is follows:
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH COUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
ro. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Mo. 7, 8:12 p. m.
TracK connection with A. T. sV t. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C
A S. at Des Moines, E. P AS W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cima.'ron. N. M.. is depot frr the following points In New Mexico: Ocate,
Bayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo
Cerro.
Elizabethtown,
Seco. Arrovo Hondo. Baldv. Black Lakes.
d
Red
River
Taos
and
Ranches
Taos,
Twining.
City,
Questa,
W. A. GORMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
C. J, DEDiWAN,
V. Ores, and Gen Mgr Gen Pass Agen
Superintendent
RATON. N. M
RATON. N. iMRATON. N. M.

Connect! with

A pleasing, good, high grade,
truly
flavored, amber colored cup of coffee
can be had and without the real Cof
fee danger, or damage to health by
simply using Dr. Shoop's new substi
tute, called "Health Coffee." Pure,
wholesome, toasted cereals, malt, nuts,
etc., make Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee
bath healthful and satisfying. No 20
to 30 minutes tedious boiling. "Made
in a minute," says Dr. Shoop. If serv
ed as coffee, it's taste will even trick
an expert. Test it and 'see. Frank

p.m.
m. ARGONAUTS

30 p

9 43
2 ?5

41

"

p.

p.

m,
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

1116 a.m.
tW 15 a. m.

20
88

Lv
"

p.

8 56 p.
8 30 p.

7
18
28

"

',"

4 66
4 35
4 25

0

Lv- Tr

M.

6 80 p,
6 16 p.

49

Palace.
J. II. Herman, Wichita: J. D. Mitch
ell, Victoria, Tpx.; A. Gusdorf, Taos;
H. Y. Brown, Trinidad: G. H. Parrish,
Denver; A. C. Woodman, Denver; R.
S. Herbert, I. as Vegas; A. Hammond,
Las Vegas; .1. W. Gray and wife, Denver; George Law. Viarid.
Claire.
15.
C. Sneer, Truchas; Henry Pol
lard, Espanola; Jose Yocum, Espano-la- ;
M. D. Welshtner, Pena Blanca: S.
G. Smith, St. Louis; Anna G. Engle,
Winslow, Ariz.; Sam Martin, Pena
Blanca.
Normandie.
Mrs.
C.
T.
Denver;
McXeeley,
Forney and son, El Rito; I. H. Smith,
Hyer; J. L. Mathewson, Stanley; W.
E. Friesner, Manuel
Olguin, Las
egas.
Coronado.
Walter Pharres, Chama; John
Juan
Pueblo; J. Lyons, Raton;
Filis, Espanola; M. D .Esumbel and
wife, Tierra Amarilla; Santiago Es- cpiibel, Las Vegas; Carpio Archleta,
Truchas.

No woman can be happy
without children; it is her
nature to love them as much
so as it is the beautiful and
pure. The ordeal through
which the expectant mother
must pass is so full of dread that the thought fills her with apprehension.
There is no necessity for the reproduction of life to be either very
painful or dangerous. The use of Mother's Friend prepares the system
This
for the coming event, and it is passed without any danger.
remedy is applied externally.
and has carried thousands of
women through the crisis
with but little suffering.
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of the Public,

Insurance Officials and Agents.
INSURANCE COMMISSIONERS'

CONVENTION:

The National Association of Insurance Commis-

thirty-seve- n
states
sioners held their 40th annual session at Colorado Springs, Colorado, August
and territories being represented, the New Mexico department being represented for the first time
since 1888, by Mr. Lienau of the department. Some of the most important actions of the convention
are given here as we believe they are of interest to the citizens of this territory.
Fraternal Insurance: The committee on fraternal insurance for the ensuing year was
authorized, by resolution, to investigate all matters relating to fraternal insurance, to confer with the
principal officers and representatives of the different fraternal beneficiary associations and to report
at the next convention a model law governing the operations of these associations and their rates.
Promotion of Insurance Companies: The following resolution was unanimously adopted:
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attention of the public to the following- suggestions:
1.
The sale of such stocks through soliciting asrents necessarily involves a large promotion expense, which
must come out of the amount invested bv the nurchaser and cannot yo into the treasury of the company for its use
and Itenefit. Most of the plans now lieing followed in the sale of such stocks provide for the payment out of the
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improvident promotion expense. We deem it improbable and
impossible that an investment in the stock
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2. Even if the total contribution of the shareholder in a
nsurance corporation go into the
the
before
it
of
the company and no considerable loss through promotion expenses is sustained
begins
treasury
transaction of insurance business, still, capable, conservative and economical management is absolutely essential
not only to insure reasonable returns to stockholders upon their investments, but to prevent them from sustaining
severe losses. For such management, sound business judgment and at least some knowledge of the proper methods
FREE
FREE
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of conducting the business of an insurance corporation are indispensable, and the fact that a man is an experienced
s
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and successful insurance agent or salesman does not prove that he possesses the capacity and training necessary to
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to0-successful company management. Where stock in a proposed insurance company is purchased from a soliciting
v
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of
its
agent the purchaser can have practically no assurance as to the personnel or the capability or character
management, as the laws of most, if not all, the States require that the otticers shall be chosen by the directors, who
shall be chosen bv the stockholders, whoever they mav be, when a sufficient amount of stock has been sold to permit
organziation to be effected. For this reason we believe that investments in such stocks made through soliciting
j
j
agents are imprudent and will in many cases result in disappointment and loss to investors.
3. We fully recognize that new insurance corporations can be, as they have been and are being, organized CENSUS BUREAU WANTS
ablisliments are actually "farms," in
and conducted so that they will conserve the interests of their patrons, and after some years earn fair dividends for!
TO COUNT CHICKENS.l the census meaning of the word, or
their stockholders, and that the formation of such companies upon sound lines and to be conducted under proper
that such "farms" are to be reported
g
scheme and the snbstan-- J
management, is desirable and should be encouraged in many sections, but the
tial promotion expenses or profits are wholly unnecessary to the organization of such companies. This is amply' Washington, D. ('., Oct. 5. A spec- as found in cities and towns. He sugproved by the number of such organizations which have been formed during recent years without the use of such ial effort is beins made by V. S. Cen- gests that if a way can be provided
of such methods and without any considerable expense of promotion. We believe that the promotion of insurance sus Director Durand to secure a list to check the enumerators' work with
corporations on the plan of selling stock through soliciting agents is not due to or inspired by any desire on the of the poultry keepers in the cities reference to such pou"ry establishFurnished rooms, Mrs. L. A. Harvey.
to subserve the public welfare by providing needed insurance corporations for any locality or and
part of promoters
ments it would be possible to secure
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thenromoters to rean rich harvests of profits from the sale of stock. We believe that, there is no room for any pront a view toward taking 5n 1910 a more the inclusion in the census returns
to be.legitimately derived from the organization of a new insurance corporation if its stock is sold upon such terms complete and accurate census of the of from 75 to Sift per cent of the poultry typewriter, J. B. Sloan.
as that its purchase is a prudent investment or one which would be made by a reasonably prudent man who fairly poultry and ess industry than has been and poultry products in cities and
understood its nature and import.
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It is stated by Chief Statistician Lo- tioned is, therefore, to provide a check
used by them are in many cases misleading and deceptive in that they call attention to the present value of the stocks
FOR REXT Furnished house. Adot a few successful insurance corporations and the dividends earned by them, while making no mention of the large Grand Powers, of the census division upon the enumerators' work, which
number of such corporations whose shareholders have suffered great losses through their operation. While under 0f agriculture, who is in charge of the will he afforded by separate corre- dress Mrs. S. S. Sutherland, 207 Chap-ellthe reserve laws that have long been in force the losses to the public through the failure of insurance companies to inquiry, that the list will comprise spondence with the persons comprisstreet.
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many and severe.
W A XT ED Saddle pony for its feed,
The director hones to be placed in
Be it further resolved, that we pledge ourselves to put forth our best endeavors in all practicable and proper "farms" whose annual output exceeds
R. H. Tidwell,
'inquire
271 Palace
information
before
we
is
of
in
each.
will
in
to
end
to
which
value
this
believe
$200
an
and
this
indefensible
result
and
possession
traffic,
wholly
ways put
pernicious
widespread
avenue.
The appeal for names and addresses January 1st next.
disappointment and financial loss to the public and the serious injury and demoralization of the legitimate insurance
business, doing a' special harm to the legitimate progress and development of the smaller and younger companies.
The raising and selling of poultry
is made to all persons, firms, poultry
Be it further resolved, that we recommend the passage by the various States of laws requiring that the capital
and
interpoultry products in cities and vil- resents so considerable an excess over
and
periodicals
organizations,
stock of all insurance corporations shall be fully paid up in cash before a charter is issued, and prohibiting the
as well as in the rural areas, is the market values at which it has
in
is
and
sugested
it
the
lages,
industry,
licensing to transact insurance business of any corporation hereafter formed if the expense of its organization and
of placing its stock has exceeded five per cent, of the total contribution bv its stockholders.
gested that the names and addresses believed to have attained enormous de- been customary to appraise poultry
for taxation or statistical purposes,
The Insurance Department of New Mexico desires to call particular attention to the selling of should he sent direct to the census velopments since the last federal
that figures for poultry production
sus.
in these new promotions. The sale of the capital stock of a company does not say that the bureau.
which do not take it into account do
In an official letter about to be sent! A number of the leading poultry
company will be successful as it takes men of experience to be able to make any company a success.
is verv well understood whv men miit the. sale of insurance for that, of st,or-- when t.hev receive anv to the poultry trade, Director Durand sanitations have written the director not fully represent the industry. It is
value of stock of fine
where from 25 to 50 cents of every dollar that is to go to the company and ic has been well said that states that the statistics of poultry of the census, calling attention to the- agreed thatandthe exhibition
poultry on
ana eggs secured oy me census ui miujuvi ui a iiuuij c.muo, auu oug- breeding
the stock of an insurance company is not a gold mine. This department desires to warn the citizens 1900 were incomplete because fowls gesting methods of curing the presum- - hand is too valuable, perhaps, to make
under three months of age were ex- - edly unavoidable defects in previous it advisable to accept breeders' estiof this territory against buying such stock before giving same careful investigation and find out the eluded from the reports of poultry on decennial IT. S. census statistics.
mates, but, for stock and eggs sold, it
is contended that the industry should
officials
elimwrit
an
As
the
in
hand
this
illustration,
June I, 1900,
way
character and experience of the men who are to bring the company to a successful issue and we stand
inating practically all of the young ing the director state that the census be credited, and there is probably no
birds hatched that year. This caused of 1900 credited Massachusetts with line of poultry statistics for which so
ready to assist them in determining the prudence of the investment.
the statistics to show a smaller num- only 30,017 ducks, while as a matter accurate returns could be collected.
INSURANCE LAWS: A new compilation of the insurance laws is now ready and copies will be ber of fowls on hand In 1900 than In of fact, they assert, a single duck farm
The director in reply gives the information that the census of 1910 will
more
in
state
the
than
that
believed
is
which
condition
produced
a
1890,
.
sent upon request.
seek to secure substantially the same
to be quite at variance with the real number.
These large poultry concerns ex-- ; class of information as was obtained
facts. It H also pointed out by the
COMPANIES ADMITTED:
director that at the last census, a con- - press their approval of the plans for in 1900, which was the statement;
National Casualty Company, Detroit, flichigan. Commenced business December 31, 1904. Cash siderable proportion of the poultry es- - taking the statistics of the production ' first, of the number; and, second, of
tablishments in cities ana villages, for the next census and believe that tne vaiue, ot an eggs produced in xne
Capital $100,000; Surplus $75,758.51.
were omitted entirely bv the enumer- - they will give as complete returns as year preceding the enumeration; also,
Commerce Trust Company, Kansas City, Missouri. Commenced business October 1, 1906. Cash ators, many of whom did not consider could be obtained sa far as farming Ihe value of all poultry raised in the
them "farms," although the cen- - in the rural districts are concerned, year mentioned, regardless of whether
sus rules declared all sucn establish- They especially urge a revision of the the poultry was sold at either two, or
Capital $1,000,000; Surplus $118,381.26.
census pur- - rule of 1900 by which no enumeration twelve, months of age, or was not sold
This company'has deposited $10,000 with the Territorial Treasurer as a requisite to the writing ments to be "farms," for an
at all.
had
output of was made of poultry not on farms,
poses,. provided they.
With reference to the suggestions
less than 200 per annum or re- - less the keeping of the poultry inof official bonds.
niaintain-time- . concerning fancy poultry,
the director
volved
one
time.
is
It
man's
one
of
the
person's
quired
major part
ed that this rule excluded from enum- - has decided that on account of the
National Life Association: This association was
on September 29, and the authority
It is announced by the director that eration all hut a very small proportion many insuperable obstacles which
to be taken Anril loth next, of the poultry kept in towns and vil- - would be encountered, principally aris
the
for it to transact business in this Territory was issued with the understanding that an examination will census
for
ask
the number of fowls on lages, the aggregate value and pro-- i ing from the difficulty of making
j
hand at that time, dividing them into duction of which is claimed to be enor- - enumerators ask minute inquiries, it
is to be made by this dopartment at the earliest possible date after the first of the year.
would be inadvisable tD attempt it.
two classes; those under three months mous.
'
over
and
an
those
In
that
to
age.
offered
illustration
old,
support
REBATING:. The department again calls attention to this vicious practice in the sale of insurance
More Than Enough is Too Much.
In addition, a persistent effort is to their contention, it is shown that the
of
To
maintain health, a mature man
returns
to
made
he
secure
on
enumerators
in
Alaska
found
complete
policies Knowledge of these practices should be brought before the department with evidence as
tne numerous esiaDiisnmenis m tines twelve farms, comprising in ail 159 or woman needs just enough food to
complete as possible. A case whic has recently been disposed of resulted in the acquittal of the and villages that are entitled to be acres, 176 fowls on hand June l, 1900, repair the waste and supply energy
and body heat. The habitual consumpdefendant on account of the lack of sufficient evidence, but nevertheless enough to be repremanded. j
tion of more food than' is necessary
to
FIRE INSURANCE RATING: The Rocky Mountain Fire Underwriters Association advises the the fact that Congress has never spe- - is declared that a poultry keeper, but for these purposes is the prime cause
ciflcally authorized the bureau to take not a farmer, on a town plant, keep- - of stomach troubles, rheumatism and
cities
have
and
been
that
towns
the
rerated:
the census of poultry, although often jng more fowls and with a greater disorders of the kidneys. If troubled
following
department
with
revise your diet, let
requested to do so. He states that in gross income than from all the poultry reasonindigestion,
not appetite control and
and
Con- on
of
the
field
statistics,
farms
in
Alaska,
agricultural
giving only
kept
Nara Visa
Des Moines
Artesia
Tucumcai'i
''Ft. Sumner
gress has called upon the bureau to a few hours a day to the care of the take a few doses of Chamberlain's
Santa Rosa
Duran
Belen
take a complete census of the "farm" poultry, was not called upon to make Stomach Tablets and you will soon
Sunnyside
Vaughn
but to collect statistics of 'domestic returns. How many such there are, is be all right again. For sale by all
Taiban
Melrose
Willard
Estancia
Clayton
animals" only, In cities and towns. He not known, but the poultrymen de- - druggists.
also states, however, that in its work clare there are certainly many thou- Texico
Folsom
Clovis
Montoya
It Is an admitted fact that real esof obtaining a farm census the bureau, sands of people, not farmers, and not
financial men and merchants all
tate,
in 1910, will seek to secure complete professional poultry keepers, producDawson Fuel
returns from all poultry establish- - ing from $200 to $500 worth of poultry say that quickest and best results are
obtained. by advertising in the New
Alamogordo
ments that are engaged in producing products annually,
Mexican.
in
and
quanany
eggs
raising poultry
It wag a,so guggested Dy the organiz- S. W. Mercantile Co.
contlty. These are, by the bureau,
atlCils Interested that a poultry census
Fall colds are quickly cured by
sidered "farms."
should take cognizance of the value of Foley's-Honeand Tar, the great
He points out that the chief difflcul- - fancy poultry and eggs. It is stated throat and
lung remedy. The genu- ty is to make the enumerators in the that this branch of the industry is so ine contains no harmful drugs. Sold
cities and towns realize that such es- - well established, so extensive, and rep- - by all druggists.
Superintendent of Insurance.
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HAVWARD'S MARKET
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ins at length on the compulsory education law. He found all along the line
new interest in the public schools,
such as was heretofore unknown. The

MINOR CITY TOPICS!
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5

Galisteo school opened with an enrollment, of 34 and Miss Acnes Rael in
Oct. 5.
Culo.,
Denver,
In a few weeks the attendchaise.
S Generally fair tonight and
is expected to be such as to reance
with
stationary
Wednesday
quire the engaging of another teacher.
temperature.
20 and
X At I.amy the enrollment was
$ $ $ )( $ $ S S !( )( off
Ortiz is the teacher in charge. A
.lose
cleared
The
sky
It's Fair Again
attendance is expected
much
beautifully last night. Careful gard soon. larger
Last Sunday a mass meeting
eners who leareu irosi covereu up
d
tender plants, but the lowest point was amuessea oy Air. uonway in
No. 3, and today he installed the
cinct
last
night
by the temperature
was 50 degrees. The highest yester- - teacher.
Thunder Storm A thunder storni
JUST RECEIVED
day was 05 degrees. The precipitation
was .02 of an inch. The relative hum- - not predicted by the weather bureau
'
idity at six o'clock last evening was passed over Santa Fe this afternoon.
4 8 per cent.
Lightning along the
Drink Fills Las Cruces Jail
What's Ac matter with Sanr Kraut & Spare Fills
horizon was observed all night in the - Strong
There are twenty-fou- r
prisoners In
west and northwest and there were
Ave
at Las Cruces,
including
jail
showers in the foothills while the
"
"
peak of Mount Baldy almost 13,000 man is neta"Zlor niuraer wniie me rest
We Have Them
feet high, is covered with snow for are
merely in for drinking too much.
the second time since August.
Masonic Funeral at Las Cruces
School
Contracts The
Reform
board of trustees of the New Mexico Xorris Hannum, a native of Pennsyl-ReforPHONE
HONE
School at Springer, has given vania, who came to the Mesilla valley
NO. 92.
j
the National Arc Light Company the five years ago and was aged OS years.
contract to instal the lighting system, was given a Masonic funeral at Las
The gratings for doors, windows and duces.
JKSSSHE33Z32
halls have been received and are beLas Cruces Now Has Kindergarten
Si
5I
ing placed.
Keeping progress with the times,
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
Las Cruces now has a Kindergarten,
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 4, 1909.
which is taught by Miss Beth Foster,
Maximum temperature, G5 degrees, well known in Santa Fe, and a daughat 2:30 p. m. Minimum temperature, ter of Prof. Luther Foster of the Agri47 degrees, at 2:10 a. ni. Mean temper- cultural
Experiment station at Mesilla
ature, 50 degrees. Departure from Park.
normal, plus 1 dgree. Relative humidMartinez Sends a Representative
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Fifty Years the Standard.

For Your Saturday Dinner

Makes finest cake and
pastry, light, flaky biscuit,
delicious griddle cakes
palatable and wholesome.
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d
baking powders are deleterious. The
active principle is a mineral acid derived from sulphuric acid, oil of vitriol.
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OLD VIRGINIA HAS BABY DAY.

$4.T,2

4.37

2

silver

12.85;

copper, easy, $12.50
51

Two Sets of Triplets, Three of Twins
and Two Singles After a
Circus.

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111.. Oct. 5 Wheat Dec.
101; May 102
Corn Oct. 59
Dec. 57
Danville, Va., Oct. 5. Two sets of
Oats Dec. 39
May 41
Pork Jau. $18.37
18.00;
May
triplets, three pairs of twins and two
$18.00.
14
of
a
total
children,
regular babies,
Lard Oct. S12.25: Nov. Sll.fiSifB
born to seven families in the same
11. C7
neighborhood on the same day, is the
Ribs Oct. $11.47
Jan. $9.65
unprecedented record of the School-fiel- 9.G7
a suburb of Danville. The stork
WOOL MARKET.
came in the wake of the circus that
St. Louis, Oct. 5. Wool
steady;
visited the city on yesterday, and he
western mediums 2328;
left something of a circus behind him. territory
fine mediums 2224; fine 1319.
The record is summed as follows:
LIVE STOCK.
To Mrs. John W. Yancey, triplets,
Oct. 5. Cattle
Kansas
ReCity,
two of which are living; to Mrs. Jac
18,000, including 1,00 southerns.
ceipts
ob C. Brown, triplets, two of which
Market strong. Native steers $4.50(ft
are living; to Mrs. J. W. Barber, twins
southern steers $3,250)4.85;
8.25;
to
Mrs.
girl and boy, both healthy;
cows $2.50 3.75; native
southern
Jane Anderson; twins, both boys cows
and heifers $2.25 5.50; stackboth well; to Mrs. P. P. Gridder, twins ers
and feeders $3.255.25; bulls $2.50
boy and girl, both lusty and sound;
3.75; calves $3.507.25;
western
to two other women in the same neighsteers $3.656.75; western cows $2;75
borhood, daughters.
4.25;
Residents of the village are looking
Hogs
Receipts 16,000. Market 5
forward with interest to another cir lower. Bulk sales
$7.608.00;. heavy
cus clay on October 16.
$7.908.10; packers, butchers $7.75
Mrs. Yancey is a bride. of a little 8.05; light $7.507.90; pigs $5.50
more than a year. Mrs. Brown has 7.25.
been previously blessed with several
Sheep
Receipts 35,000. Market
children. Mrs. Barber was already weak. Native $2'.605.00; western
the mother of a pair of twins. The $2.654.90;
yearlings
$4.505.60;
boy and girl presented Mrs. Gridder lambs, native $4.257.30;
western
are her first children.
$4.507.25.
Chicago, Oct. 5. Cattle Receipts
9,000. Market steady.
Beeves $4.10
ODDS ON GREAT
Texas
8.50;
steers $3.855.10;
GAME ABOUT EVEN.
3-- 8

2
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western steers $4.00(? 7.00; stockers
and feeders $3.155.25; cows, heifers
$2.106.00; calves $7.009.00.

Every Reserved Seat for the Occasion
Sold Out and Attendance Will
Be 100,000.

SEALED PROPOSALS.

Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 5. With fans
Sealed proposals will be received by
coming from all over the country and the Rnard nf Prai
all reserved seats gone, the Pittsburg of Valencia
county, New Mexico, at
National League team is preparing to the office of the
probate clerk. Los
J
nuance at rn- TjUlias, New Mexico, un to 12 o'clock
rr.uC
day's and Saturday's games with De- - noon, the 20th day of October. 1909,
troit. Four hundred thousand dollars j for the
construction of a county court
already have been wagered on the re- house and
jail at Los Lunas. Plans
sult. The odds are about even.
and specifications can be seen at the
office of the I. H. & W;'"M.' Rapp Co.,
Architects, Santa Fe, New Mexico, and
MARKET
Trinidad, Colorado; also at the office
of Harry F. Lee, Albuquerque, New
MONEYS AND METALS."
Mexico. Bids. wil be addressed to J.
New York, Oct. 5. Prime paDer
M. Luna, probate clerk. Las Lunas.
Mexican dollars 43; call money New Mexico,
strong, higher, 46; Ama. 82; Atch.
The right to reject any or all bids is
.
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HIGINIO CHAVEZ,
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Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices
SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS
w
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tt All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souvenie'"
K
We will shortly have in a full line of
Mexican Stiaw Hats at 50cts. each
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THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
S. CANDELAltIO Proprietor.
3

San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

N, M,

WE COHDIALLY INVITE
YOUR ATTENTION
TO OUR

Trel-for-

-

FOR FIVE CENTS
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street
by the penitentiary comurged to attend as well as visiting mission. These had been done away
knights.
with by Superintendent Arthur
Adjourn-A- fter
County Commissioners
and since then there has been
transacting regular routien busi- - frequent complaint that it was difficult
ness including the passing of a num. to tell convicts from other people
oer oi Dins xor. payment, me county worUlng on or about the roads. With
commissioners adjourned yesterday 8trlt)es to distinguish the convicts, no
until next Saturday.
saloonkeeper will then dare to sell
School Board Met Yesterday even- - liquor to them under the plea that he
ing the school board held a meeting, did not know they were convicts,
K the principal act of the evening being While in Colorado, convicts are workthe passing of a resolution extending ed on good roads without guards, and
W
for four months the option given the in southern states they have been
W DeVargas Hotel Company on the prop- - farmed out and worked in the fields
erty at the corner of Lincoln and Pal- - without guard, yet it is believed that
the practice is not one that should be
ace avenues.
New
Teachers
County generally adopted except under excepInstalling..
School Superintendent and Mrs. John tlonal circumstances. The absence of
V. Conway returned last evening from the attorney general and the district
a' visit to the school districts of .south- - attorney, accounts for any bungling in
w ern Santa Fe county, where they in- - handling the case at first, but the atstalled school teachers at Galisteo, torney general was ill and the district
w district No. 8, and Lamy, district No. attorney, absent on leave for ten days
addressed mass meet- - on important national guard business
it 12. Mr. Conway at
both places, dwell- - at Los Angeles.
ings of citizens
-
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DISPLAY OP

Fall Models, Pattern and Tailored Hats

NOVELTIES

In Belts, Collars and

Handkerchiefs etc.

.

a Moda Millinery
Phone B'.ack 78

Citron Block.

